Thinking beyond your borders

The increasingly global
nature of risks and
how to spot them

Risk spotting

For many years, understanding,
preempting and reacting to risks
has been a large part of what a
comms professional does. Purely
and simply, a crisis emerges,
damage is done, and the impact
has been determined by the
effectiveness of a crisis comms
strategy to respond appropriately.
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for spotting risks requires the right
technological solution. A more
traditional tool may help you see
some relevant coverage within your
expected boundaries, but looking
beyond your borders is just too
difficult and requires too much time.

AI offers an opportunity to enhance
the activities of comms teams when
But damage is done. While a wellit comes to risk. By cutting the time
handled crisis can be a chance to
it takes to find relevant coverage
prove the value of communications and offering an instant view of
to the C-suite and the rest of the
stories from across the globe, a
organization, reputations still suffer. comms team looking to spot risks
But with the nature of risk becoming and use them to inform strategy is
increasingly global, and the
well placed to do so. With an AI to
potential avenues for something
provide the insight, PR teams can
to negatively impact your business
more easily answer questions of
also growing, it has never been
strategic importance, such as:
more critical to have a robust risk
• What are the rising issues and
and crisis strategy.
opportunities our business needs
Spotting risks and mitigating their
to be aware of?
impact – or even turning them into
• Who are the influential voices
opportunities – is now the goal
in our space and how are they
of comms teams with strategic
affecting us and the industry?
ambitions. But with so much
information to monitor and make
• What questions are our customers
sense of – and such little time or
trying to answer and are we well
spare resource – a good strategy
placed to be part of the solution?
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Why comms teams should
scan their horizon for risks
Stuart Thomson, Head of Public Affairs at BDB
Pitmans, is an expert on reputation management
and has written and spoken on the global nature
of risks for more than 20 years. He said: “For many
organizations, the domestic setting is the prime
focus for potential risks and opportunities. What
politicians, the media, and stakeholders say and do
dominate considerations. But there is an increasing
need to look beyond borders and think about what
is happening elsewhere, before it’s on your doorstep.
The implications for reputation and operations
could be enormous. Without taking the time to
look elsewhere, we could be missing our next big
challenge.”

Keeping updated with the channels for change and
staying on top of developments means comms teams
can inform decision makers within the business of
potential risks. This could be issues in your supply
chain, such as political instability or human rights

abuses in suppliers, shifts in consumer behaviour,
or regulations in other corners of the world with the
ability to affect how your organization operates.
This means monitoring risks not just outside of your
country, but outside of your immediate language.
Comms teams have an opportunity to expand
their role as strategic advisors to the business
when it comes to external changes. Anything with
the potential to affect an organization can be
incorporated into a horizon scanning program, where
comms teams monitor potential risks in key media
and in the coverage of businesses you compete with
or compare yours to.
By harvesting this information quickly, using AI to
make sense of the data and uncover insights you can
work with, comms teams can efficiently spot any red
flags from relevant information. With these insights,
business leaders can make more informed decisions
and Comms leaders can take on a more strategic
role as advisor on all reputation-based matters.
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Amelia Fuell, Enterprise Account Executive at Signal
AI, says: “Scanning the industry for impactful stories
and potential risks is something a lot of comms teams
want to do as part of managing their reputation.
Unfortunately most don’t have the time or a tool
that allows them to. But utilizing an AI-powered
search can help teams move beyond just tracking
competitors or completing media analysis reports.
Real risk spotting is having an eye on the key stories,
organizations or people that are driving coverage of
the topics you care about, such as diversity, supply
chain or climate change, and understanding what
you should have an eye on in your periphery.”
But where do you begin to look? External changes
can emerge from a multitude of channels, from
government, media, other industries, other countries,
social developments... the list is endless.
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The domino effect
of global change
It might not be immediately obvious
how an issue in one country could
impact how your business operates
and therefore its reputation. But
if we think of a story with huge
global attention, such as European
governments taxing Big Tech firms,
or Australia’s fight with Google and
Facebook over news laws, we can
begin to see how the knock on effect
can quickly occur.
Google, for example, very nearly
pulled its search engine from the
country in response to new laws
that meant companies like Google
and Facebook would have to pay
Australian publishers for the news
that’s viewed on their platforms. The
fight became very public, but it also
set a standard for other countries as
a test case for taxing big tech firms
and potentially paving the way for
other countries.

Chart shows coverage of Google and Australian regulatory developments, with
initial coverage starting many weeks before the story gathered pace.
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What would this mean for how your
business would reach its audience?
How would it affect your ability to
manage and understand what’s
driving your reputation if services like
Google and Facebook were pulled
in response to regulation? If a big
regulatory change was affecting how
you operate, could you have known
about it sooner?
Understanding risks as they emerge,
especially in a media environment
you’re not usually tapped into,
becomes very difficult without an
AI-powered tool to alert you. In this
chart, you can see how the coverage
of the Australian regulation picked
up pace, but was in the press many
months before it was picked up
more globally.
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Stuart Thomson from BDB Pitmans
says: “Pressures can also come from
outside of national lines as well.
In other words, we need to think
beyond the domestic and look at
what is happening globally if we’re to
understand what influences changes
in regulation. Just as campaigners
can learn from examples around the
country, what has worked or hasn’t,
the way organisations react, how
projects have been stopped, the
same is true from what happens in
other countries as well. They too can
be applied.”
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A practical guide
to spotting
emerging risks
— Amelia Fuell

There are two main methods I recommend to
Signal AI users for spotting risks: a proactive
approach and a retrospective one. To be
proactive, firstly you can set up daily bulletins
and AI-powered real-time briefings for a
handful of topics you care about against
key media, and analyze this through the
lens of negative sentiment to narrow down
to risks. This will flag up any bad events as
they happen and save you time from sifting
through irrelevant information.
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But secondly, you can also expand
this out to mentions of competitors
and outside of your key media,
meaning you’re really scanning your
horizon for risks as they emerge. The
tricky bit is the starting point: begin
by understanding news which has
a direct interest to your business or
stakeholders that you wouldn’t think
to define within your search, for
example outside your geographic
area, in a relevant but not directly
related industry, in the industry of
your suppliers or in key media titles
of the location of one or more of
your stakeholders. With unlimited
searching, you’re not restricted and
you’re able to search in areas you
might not traditionally do so.
Narrowing down your search for
negative coverage will give you a
better idea of what is a risk and what
isn’t. Once you know the influential
voices you need to cover, you can
be alerted to their appearance
in relevant media. By discovering

previously unknown information, you
can advise and reassure executive
teams and other departments of risks
before they’ve taken hold, and you’re
able to better plan communications
strategies to mitigate their impact.
With the time you save using AI
instead of boolean, you can use a
second approach: retrospectively
analyze coverage of particular
moments of risk or trends in the news.
Doing so gives you an idea of how
competitors have responded to past
risks, of the sources to follow, and
how certain topics are gathering
pace over time. This approach can
influence your proactive approach
too; giving you intelligence on what
you should be monitoring, keeping
you ahead of the game and being
able to spot risks before others. And
any steps you take in response to
risks emerging can be understood, by
setting up searches quickly and easily
to assess their impact among key
stakeholders.
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Building risk sensing
into reputation
management

Recent issues with supply chains
failing and global regulations have
shown us how easy it is to be affected
by matters outside of your industry.
Businesses need protection and
global solutions, but they also need
to be proactive. For comms teams
looking to take on a more strategic
role, having a broad view and
understanding the potential avenues
for change – and any potentially
impactful risk that emerges from
that change – is integral.

The ability to advise leadership and
other parts of the business, informing
the decisions they make, hinges on
being able to make sense of data
and provide timely insights that were
previously unknown. Doing so will
only elevate the role of chief comms
officers and their teams and help
organizations evade any harmful
impact – regardless of where the
risk emerged from.
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Signal AI is a leading global decision
augmentation company, turning the world’s
data into knowledge and empowering
business leaders across a range of industries to
make informed and confident decisions. 40%
of the Fortune 500 including Deloitte, Bank of
America and Google use the Signal AI decision
augmentation solution for real-time market
and media intelligence to uncover trends,
risks and opportunities and support critical
decision-making.

signal-ai.com

Signal AI’s brain, named AIQ, comes to
understand a decision maker’s context,
monitors the world’s data and extracts
knowledge from over 5 million news, blog,
broadcast and regulatory documents each
day and can surface the relationships between
companies, people, products and topics as
well as other concepts. Trained over time,
Signal AI helps businesses and the people who
work within them make more informed and
confident decisions. www.signal-ai.com
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